Welcome to the June 2017 BEADS & DOTS; the monthly newsletter from the
team here at ADSOL UK. Each month, we will keep you up to date with the latest
news from ADSOL UK, The hot glue machinery experts and providers
of Meler's leading hot melt equipment to the UK & Ireland.
Whether you use Meler equipment or other (such as Nordson), we can support
you fully and save you money. Don't forget, we support our customers 24/7 with
technical assistance.
Best Wishes, from the ADSOL Team.

After servicing a couple of Robatech systems recently
Some customers still think keeping their hot melt machinery clean isn't
vital, or at least it isn't high on their priorities.
In fact, keeping your equipment in top condition involves keeping it clean
so that it doesn't get clogged up and new glue doesn't get contaminated
with old char and dirt. Keep your melters clean and efficient; call us or send
us an email to learn how you can do it!
Contact us!

ADSOL building relationships
with customers in the Midlands
From a simple phone call about organising a
meeting with their maintenance manager to
satisfying their needs for all things hot melt.
This is a case study about how ADSOL builds and
maintains great relationships with our customers
and how they benefit.
Read more

Featured Product: Meler B4 Swirl Assembly
More and more mattress manufacturers are sleeping
easy while using our swirl systems in their mattress
production.
It's simple yet effective design makes the B4 one
of our best selling melters.
Read more

Don't forget we also work with
Nordson equipment!
We might be Meler's partner in the UK & Ireland but
that doesn't limit our scope. Our engineers
are trained to work with other manufacturers' hot
melt equipment (including Nordson), so that we can
help you no matter what you use. We supply the
necessary
compatible parts
to
fit
other
OEM systems.
Read more

Want to learn more about hot melt adhesive?
Don't hesitate to give us a call if you have any
questions about hot melt adhesive and how it can
help your business.
In the meantime, take a look at our web page filled
with useful information about the world of hot melt.
Read more

